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• Atlas Capital Group S.A. (ACG) is a venture capital firm, 
started in 2011, which invests in early stage and growth 
companies

• Fully divested two ventures with returns of 7x for a 2.5 
year investment and 11x for a 4 year investment

• The individuals behind ACG combine solid venture cap-
ital experience with a strong entrepreneurial as well as 
business growth and improvement knowledge

• ACG’s portfolio today consists of nine companies in dif-
ferent stages,  of which four are chosen to be included in 
ACG Alpha Invest, based on their maturity and favora-
ble risk/reward combination

• ACG Alpha Invest is ACG’s first fund like structure 
where investors can take exclusive part of multiple 
growth ventures’ journeys, via acquiring shares from 
ACG’s present stock

• ACG Alpha Invest today holds between 12–16 % of each 
venture, aiming at divesting with at least a 7x return 
within 3-5 years

• For ACG Alpha Invest fund, ACG will raise up to SEK 
50 million, with minimum investment at SEK 1 million

EXECUTIVE  
SUMMARY

All four ventures are relatively early stage, but all are in 
launch phase and have established and proven business 
models

• Lifvs Scandinavia: the first chain of unmanned grocery 
stores in the Nordics. Opened its first store in March 
2019, with 6 stores by the end of 2019 and aiming at 80 
by end of 2020. Apart from expansion of today’s stores 
in Sweden, plans for both conceptual and geographi-
cal expansions are already in place

• iGotcha Studios: a Swedish social gaming studio. Hav-
ing iteratively soft-launched and improved its first 
game, Harveston, which is creating very solid and 
strong market ratings, it is now about to launch full 
force. More games are in the development pipeline, 
including potentially very fruitful IP launches

• Moosh.pt: a fully licensed online sports betting and 
casino operator in Portugal. One of very few operators 
having received licenses to provide online gaming in 
Portugal, a newly regulated gaming market which in 
terms of online/offline gaming ratio is where Sweden 
was around 2005. The team is highly qualified and the 
launch of the full platform in January 2020 marked a 
defining break-through

• The Park: one of the first coworking spaces in Stock-
holm, opening its first location in 2002. Today The 
Park operates four venues with 14,000 sqm, with solid 
and improving margins. During 2020 the combined 
floor space will double to 28,000 sqm, including both 
new venues in Stockholm and expansion to Gothen-
burg and Malmö

T H E  FO U R  AC G  A L P H A  I N V E S T  C A S E S

The ACG Alpha Invest investment vehicle consists of four different ventures, which are briefly  
presented here. For further information on any of them, feel free to contact ACG at any time.
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Atlas Capital Group S.A. (ACG) is a privately owned com-
pany, with no ties to any other financial corporation.

ACG invests in early-stage projects, either in the start-up 
phase or in the first seed rounds. ACG invests in companies 
with an attractive business model, a strong entrepreneurial 
team, and always with a clear exit plan in mind. ACG 
strives to be an active owner in the investments, always 
engaged at a board level of the companies invested in. This 
is  ACG’s way of guaranteeing influence and control of the 
development of the investments.

The initial investments are mostly done with internal 
funds, while external investors are invited to take part 
of the projects once they have matured and are ready for  
market. This way ACG takes the initial risk; when external 
investors are invited, the main hurdles for the company are 
already cleared. At the point when the company is ready 
for market, investors are either invited to participate in the 
capitalization of the company or to invest in shares held by 
ACG. More often than not, investors join the project in a 
combination of these two scenarios.

ACG has no industry focus, but rather an opportunistic 
approach based on three evaluation criteria:
1. The people behind the venture

2. The market, the business idea and the opportunity to 
significantly develop the business

ATLAS CAPITAL 
GROUP AND  
THE INVESTMENT

3. The potential of the venture. As a venture grows 
and becomes successful, ACG can then open up the  
opportunity to the ACG next stage investor network 
to invest and thereafter continue to grow the venture 
towards a larger exit

As ACG enters early and often finances much of the 
ventures’ early development, by the time the venture is 
ready for the next stage external investors, ACG normally 
holds a majority of the shares. Thus in many cases, the only 
way for external investors to, at this point, enter into these 
ventures is via the ACG ownership.

ACG has now decided to bundle together ownership in a 
few specific portfolio ventures into one investment vehi-
cle, ACG Alpha Invest, from which investors can buy into 
all of them at once. The common trait of the ventures is 
that all are relatively early stage but with already proven 
business models. That said, risk and reward varies some-
what between them, making them an attractive portfolio 
when combined.

ACG Alpha Invest is likely to be the first of several similar struc-
tures, as a complement to the traditional way of entering into 
the ventures presented by ACG.
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LIFVS  
SCANDINAVIA
The first chain of unmanned grocery stores in the Nordics.

T H E  M A R K E T

The Swedish food industry has an annual turnover of SEK 
300bn, making it one of the key industries in the country. 
Growth is stable, in line with general population increase.

The industry trend has been evident: small local grocery 
stores are being replaced by supermarkets, often near larger 
shopping malls. Over 4300 grocery stores have closed down 
in Sweden the last 30 years, mainly in rural areas. Running 
a local countryside grocery store is simply often not profit-
able, leading to decreased service and eventually depopula-
tion in many rural areas.

T H E  C A S E

The idea with Lifvs is to run small, smart and unmanned 
grocery stores, initially in communities slightly further away 
from existing stores; eventually Lifvs will also establish 
in more central locations. By providing a full assortment 
of around 500 different articles, Lifvs will be a perfect  
alternative both for those who wish to do all their grocery 
shopping there and those who just need to add some last 
minute items.

Lifvs is open 24/7. The environment is always in focus, 
both in terms of an eco-friendly and often Nordic produced 
assortment and in terms of local collaborations for mini-
misation of waste and strengthening of communities.

THE KEY TO THE LIFVS BUSINESS MODEL is that every 
step, from logistics to procurement, via marketing and 
communication, all the way to the actual shopping expe-
rience, can be made smarter and more relevant through 
technology. The technological solutions facilitate a store 
that is unmanned and always open, where the customers 
can shop whenever they want. The team behind Lifvs has 
great experience of B2C, digital business models and tech-
nological innovation. This experience makes Lifvs a key 
player in running general Food Tech development.

Thanks to its technology driven business model, Lifvs 
meets a niche demand in the market, namely providing 
fresh full assortment near home, also outside of urban areas.

Lifvs Scandinavia
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Lifvs Scandinavia

Mobile store
• 25 sqm

• 500 different goods (SKU)

• Tailor made movable container
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Lifvs Scandinavia

The stores are small, 20–45 sqm, but still keep over 500  
different articles in stock, chosen in order for customers 
to be able to shop just about all of their food in their local 
Lifvs store. The company establishes new stores on a cluster 
by cluster basis, where one cluster typically consists of 4–6 
stores. Logistics and stock keeping runs via the same logic, 
where 1–2 clusters share a perishable goods storage and 3–4 
clusters share a non-perishable goods storage. Lifvs only 
works with a few dedicated suppliers, leading to better 
prices and terms.

The customer uses the Lifvs app to open the door to the 
store, to scan goods and to pay. Through the app, Lifvs has 
access to all customer data, leading to vast opportunities 
of tailor made communication. It also implies possibilities  
to offer suppliers both relevant ad opportunities and 
add-on sales.

Non-perishable goods storage

Cluster hub with  
perishable goods storage

Cluster hub with  
perishable goods storage

Cluster hub with  
perishable goods storage

Cluster hub with  
perishable goods storage

Lifvs orders directly from supplier, who delivers 
straight to the storage units. Perishable goods 
deliveries up to five times per week, non-perishable 
up to twice per week.
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Payment via app

Scanning goods in app

Customer picks up goods

Store door opens via app

Registration in app

Customer leaves store

How it works

Lifvs Scandinavia
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“Lifvs has already attracted  
significant interest, both from  
media and the industry.”

Lifvs Scandinavia
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Preliminary expansion plan

Land suggested

Land confirmed

  Initial cluster

Lifvs Scandinavia

FOUR KEYS IN THE LIFVS CONCEPT makes it much more 
scalable than other concepts on the market:
• The technology is top of the class, built for expansion – 

and Lifvs owns all IP (Intellectual Property)

• Store production is made very efficient – it takes less 
than one week from municipality permits in place to 
store opening

• There are two standardised store designs – duplication 
is extremely simple

• Through the cluster business model, Lifvs does not  
expand one but many stores at the time

Thanks to its scalability, Lifvs has a very ambitious growth 
plan for the Swedish market:

2019 2020 2021
Number of stores 6 80 260
Turnover (MSEK) 2 76 470
EBITDA (MSEK) (-7) (-10) 28

Each new store implies an upfront investment of roughly 
SEK 250 000 and monthly leasing costs of SEK 11 000.   
From month six, a store is estimated to have a monthly 
turnover of SEK 300 000 ex VAT; the store then provides a 
9% operating margin.

Lifvs has already attracted significant interest, both from 
media and the industry, further establishing the company 
as a true food tech leader.

T H E  P OT E N T I A L

The business plan for the coming years combine contin-
ued growth in Sweden with both international expansion 
and further concept development. Areas that are being  
analysed include grocery bag pickups, readymade food,  
locally adjusted assortment and licensing of the technology 
to other actors within retail.

It is likely that Lifvs within 2–3 years will either be  
acquired by a larger venture capital firm or by an industry 
player.

ACG Alpha Invest owns 13.89% of Lifvs Scandinavia.
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T H E  M A R K E T

In 2018, number of mobile phone users rose by 100 million, 
to >5,1 billion unique users by Jan 2019. Global mobile app 
revenue forecast for 2020 is $189 billion and if the trend 
continues, 80% of these will stem from gaming apps.

Of the gaming app purchases, 75% are in-app purchases – 
which is five times that of apps in general. In other words 
the market is massive if you manage to penetrate it.

IGOTCHA STUDIOS
A Swedish social games development studio just launching  

its first game.

iGotcha Studios’ App Store Ratings

The number one mobile app success to date is Pokémon 
Go, a location based game launched in 2016. During its first 
80 days it had 550 million downloads, with gross revenues 
of $470 MUSD.

iGotcha Studios
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iGotcha Studios

T H E  C A S E

iGotcha Studios is a Swedish game developer, just launching
its first big game called Harveston, a combination of  
location based (e.g. Pokémon Go) and farming (e.g. Farm-
ville). The benefit of combining the two genres is that the 
players can play and grow their games both when out and 
about and when home on the couch.

This first game is currently in the final stages of soft 
launch and is showing very good numbers leading up to 
the official launch in Q1 2020. The game fits the mobile 
player behavior seen in the most successful games around 
– and its added map gameplay shows strong stickiness and 
player retention abilities.

Monetization in the game will stem from three parts:
• Micropayments. The game is free for all to play, but  

certain features of the game can be sped up and  
enhanced through payments. This is a proven business 
model in the gaming industry, benchmark show an  
average of €1 per user and month 

• Player subscriptions. The community is activated and 
draws benefits from a weekly or monthly subscription 
model

• Rewarded video, sponsorships and ads. Campaigns, 
events or sponsorship deals are well suited to feature in 
a location based game

Micro- 
payments 

Player  
subscriptions

Rewarded 
video, sponsor-

ships and ads
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iGotcha Studios

Fall 2020

Possible Exit 
(Series A or B)

January 2019 

Soft Launch 

Q3 or Q4 2021

Launch IP game

Spring 2020

Develop IP talks

Q2 2020

Series A

Q1 2020

Launch

2019

Summer  2020

IP deal signed

2020

2021
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Based on an average game success, the following results are expected:

T H E  P OT E N T I A L

Aside from the first game, there are further plans and  
business expansion projects in the pipeline:
• New games. By reusing the code base and exploring 

cross platform marketing, development time will be 
cut considerably at the same time as launch success 
probability will increase

• IP games. Discussions are already underway to develop 
a game under a globally recognized brand, something 
which of course would drive business and company  
value significantly

• B2B platform solutions. Thanks to our platform and 
senior development team, we have the possibility to 
create new games much faster. This opens up oppor-
tunities to work with other studios, using our backend 
and strong architecture for their frontend applications. 
Not only does this create a strong foundation of part-
nerships within the industry but it also diversifies risk

• Mobile publisher. With the strong industry network, 
an established model for game launching and a solid 
platform and community, iGotcha Studios is well po-
sitioned to act as publisher for smaller game develop-
ment studios

The exit strategy for iGotcha Studios is to be acquired 
by a larger studio or a company looking to add users and 
technology to its current offer. The multiples within the 
gaming studios vary greatly, all depending on the success 
of the games, where successful studios can rise to north of 
100x return cases.

ACG Alpha Invest owns 12.50% of iGotcha Studios AB.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Marketing Investment (€) 1.250.000 11.500.000 19.500.000 

OC (other costs) (€) 1.600.000 12.500.000 20.000.000 

No of players 1.000.000 5.000.000 6.000.000

Revenues (€) 3.100.000 52.000.000 72.000.000

iGotcha Studios
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MOOSH.PT
A fully licensed online sports betting and casino operator in Portugal.

T H E  M A R K E T

The European market for online gambling has been one 
of the fastest growing markets over the past 15 years and 
is forecast to continue its growth. In terms of global market 
shares of online gambling, the European market is by far 
the biggest with 49% of global turnover. 

The Portuguese gambling market has a turnover of €1,5 
billion, with an underlying 
annual growth of an esti-
mated 5–10%. The expected 
growth comes primarily in 
the mobile sector, where 
Portugal is a comparatively 
underdeveloped market. As 
is the trend across Europe, 

the Portuguese market for online casino and sports betting 
has recently shifted from a traditional monopoly to a  
license market open for all.

The online market has grown from an annual gross gaming 
revenue (GGR) of €87M in 2016 to €125M in 2017. The 
numbers for the last 12 months are €177,5M GGR with 
400,000 new players registered. The growth continues, and 
the mobile sector is expected to grow by 25–30% annually.

Moosh.pt received the final approval for its license in July 
2019. As one of the first independent and full-service sites 
granted such a license, it has every opportunity to be one 
of the market leaders in this segment. The site, with its full   
casino and sports book offering, was launched in January 
2020, with initial results looking very promising.

“The European 
market is by far 
the biggest.”

Moosh.pt

New completed online registrations

0

200 000

H2’16–H1’17 H2’17–H1’18 H2’18–H1’19

400 000

600 000

Total online GGR (gross gaming revenue) 

Sportsbook GGR Casino GGR

0

100

H2’16–H1’17 H2’17–H1’18 H2’18–H1’19

200
€M
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Moosh.pt

T H E  C A S E

Moosh.pt provides fixed odds betting and casino games to 
consumers based in Portugal. The company structure is 
purposefully set up for the market; with ownership from 
Malta (Blueyellow Invest Ltd) and with local service pro-
viders in Portugal, the company can maximize profits for 
the owners while abiding by all rules and regulations.

THERE ARE THREE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS in the  
online betting and casino sector; the technical platform, the  
management team and the marketing strategy. Moosh.pt 
has all the key elements in place:

• A platform and sportsbook engine, provided by SB 
Tech, one of the industry leaders and used by many of 
the leading European online casinos 

• A curated selection of casino game providers including 
powerhouse NetEnt and iSoftBet, both leading providers 
in their fields

• A clear marketing program consisting of a mix of ads 
and affiliates, developed by a marketing team with  
previous success in the same market

The company is headed by one of the most qualified teams 
in Portugal, with over 75 years of combined industry expe-
rience. The CEO has 10+ years of successful industry expe-
rience himself and with his handpicked team of managers, 
the company has all the ingredients needed for success. 
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Moosh.pt

“International companies are  
continuously looking for local  
companies to acquire, placing  
Moosh.pt in a strong position. “
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BEING PURPOSE BUILT and light in structure, Moosh.pt 
will be more flexible than most competitors in finding the 
best solutions to breaking into the Portuguese market and 
progressively taking a sustainable market share.

Based on quite moderate player acquisition assumptions, 
forecasts are as follows:

2020 2021 2022

GGR (€M) 8 14 19

Operating contribution (€M) 0,7 3,5 6,5

EBIT (€M) (-1,1) 1,5 4,3

T H E  P OT E N T I A L

International companies are continuously looking for 
local companies to acquire, placing Moosh.pt in a 
strong position; the organic growth and the challenges 
in acquiring a license makes Moosh.pt a very attractive 
acquisition. Similar acquisitions have been in the range 
of €50M–€75M, where Moosh.pt is projected to have 
the numbers to support such a valuation within two 
years. The company could potentially exit even earlier; 
it is already in talks with two major European operators.

ACG Alpha Invest owns 13.16% of Blueyellow Invest Ltd, 
the parenting company of Moosh.pt.

Moosh.pt
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THE PARK
One of Stockholm’s leading coworking space companies.

T H E  M A R K E T

The coworking market space has been one of the fastest 
growing markets in Sweden over the last five years. With 
office space in high demand and with more and more 
fast-growing companies choosing flexibility over stability, 
the market is estimated to continue growing. The growth 
is happening at the expense of old-fashioned long-term  
office leases; similar trend as across the world. 

Sweden has both numerous fast-growing start-ups and 
a rather restrictive climate for downtown construction, 
making the market very well suited for coworking solu-
tions. Market value is estimated in the hundreds of million 
euros, with growth expected to continue. 

The Park

Stockholm coworking floor space 
(sqm)

143 312

 2011  2017  2018

32 884

181 219

FASTIGHETSAGARNA.SE

The top 19 Swedish coworking  
companies last year increased  

their floor space by 

27 %
FASTIGHETSAGARNA.SE
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The Park
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The Park

T H E  C A S E

The Park holds 14,000 sqm of floor space in Stockholm 
alone, making it one of the largest coworking companies in 
Sweden. The growth plan for the next couple of years will 
put the total size to around 60,000 sqm, including spaces in 
both Gothenburg and Malmö. Today The Park has around 
1300 members from 500 companies.

The key for a The Park location is excellent communica-
tions as well as long-term rental agreements.

R E V E N U E S  S T E M  F RO M  F I V E  S O U RC E S :

1. Work station rents, at four levels
Separate room, Fixed seat, Mobile seat and Lounge access 

2. Events and conferences
The Park offers meeting rooms and space for conferenc-
es and events to members and external guests. In total 
about 80 conference rooms, eight larger event areas and 
two large terraces, with capacity between 2–300 people

3. Restaurants & catering
The Park Södra has its own 400 sqm café, open both to 
the public and members

4. Corporate sponsorships
The Park offers access to its network of talents and 
growing entrepreneurs to companies via partnership 
programs

5. Potential add-on company related services 

Floor space (sqm)

0
2019 2020

Floor space

Locations

50 000

2021

Locations

0

10

APART FROM GEOGRAPHICAL expansion, both national 
and international, The Park is growing via strategic col-
laborations. Notable, apart from several with some of the 
most renowned real estate owners in Sweden, is one with 
IKEA. This collaboration is offering a cost and resource  
effective way of designing and filling new spaces with quality 
furniture. Global management of IKEA is involved, as The 
Park Södra is the first coworking space in the world totally 
designed and furnished by IKEA. The IKEA collaboration 
will also serve as a cornerstone in the international expan-
sion of The Park.

Read more and see the movies at:  
https://www.ikea.com/se/sv/
ikea-business/the-park-en-kreativ- 
arbetsplats-foer-de-manga- 
entreprenoererna-pub6af8d2e1

The Park, total floor space & number of locations

100 000 20
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The Park

2020
TRIKÅFABRIKEN 
HAMMARBY SJÖSTAD

2000 sqm

Examples of upcoming expansion

2020
THE PARK SÖDRA 
FLOOR 3 AND 4

3500 sqm

MALMÖ K6
2000–4000 sqm

2021
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“The Park is already showing an  

operating margin of around 16 %.”

The Park
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0

50

100

Budget, The Park

T H E  P OT E N T I A L

The Park is already showing an operating margin of around 
16%, money wholly used for further expansion. Due to the 
general growth of coworking and the strong brand of The 
Park, developers are often offering up to one year rental 
free; thus, the key cost driver of expansion is personnel, 
primarily within sales.

Two Swedish valuation comparisons:
• United Spaces. Two locations of total 11,000 sqm,  

turnover in 2018 of SEK 80M, EBIT SEK -8M. During 
autumn 2018, a new share issue via crowdfunding at  
valuation SEK 100M; in January 2019 Castellum acquired 
all shares at valuation SEK 200M. Through the acquisi-
tion, floor space over three years is expected to increase 
with 40,000 sqm.

• Convendum. Grown to 40,000 sqm since 2016. Turn-
over 2017 SEK 57M, EBIT SEK -13M. During autumn 
2018, SEK 55M was raised at valuation just north of 
SEK 400M. Key investor was Gothenburg-based real es-
tate owner Wallenstam, who thereby acquired around 
11% of the company. The company is aiming for an IPO.

Should these multiples hold even somewhat true for The 
Park, a 10x exit within 5 years is well in reach. ACG Alpha 
Invest owns 15.63% of The Park.

The Park

MSEK

2019e2018 2020e

150

Turnover

EBIT
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In summary, each of the four cases holds great opportunity 
for significant returns:
• Lifvs Scandinavia: projections are 8–16x return within 

3–5 years. Valuation today SEK 90M

• iGotcha Studios: projections are 9–18x return within 
3–5 years. Valuation today SEK 100M

FINANCIALS &  
PROJECTIONS

iGotcha

%

Lifvs Moosh The Park

50

100
ACG Alpha Invest ownership

Largest shareholder ownership

Other top 5 owners

Others

ACG Alpha Invest value projection

MSEK

2020 2022 2024

Ownership

CAGR 3yrs: 88%

CAGR 5yrs: 67%

400

800

• Moosh.pt: projections are 5–8x return within 3–5 years. 
Valuation today SEK 95M

• The Park: projections are in range of 5–10x return 
within 3–5 years. Valuation today SEK 80M

ACG Alpha Invest in total projects a 7–13x return within 
3–5 years.
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INVESTMENT  
DETAILS

Amount: SEK 50 million

Shares: 500

Price per share: SEK 100 000

Minimum Investment: SEK 1 million (10 shares)

Hurdle rate: 6% p.a.

Performance fee: 20% on all profits exceeding the yearly hurdle rate and paid at the time of exit for  
   each venture

Investment period: Accepting investments from Jan 15th 2020, until filled or latest March 31st 2020

Company life span: Maximum 5 years development of companies; exit within another 2 years 
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SUMMARY 

• ACG Alpha Invest is an exciting opportunity to enter 
into ventures otherwise closed for external investors, 
with an expected 3–5 year return north of 7x

• Apart from all having established and proven business 
models, the four ventures show different characteris-
tics:

Lifvs Scandinavia is on an amazing growth track,  
attracting equal interest from suppliers, customers, 
media and potential buyers alike

iGotcha Studios is the highest risk/highest possible  
upside case in the portfolio, as it operates in a very  
volatile industry and so far only has, albeit very strong, 
soft launch data to rely upon. The upside potential is 
huge if the game gets traction

Contact information
Anders Holmgren

Partner, Atlas Capital Group

Phone: +46 733 761860

Email: anders.holmgren@atlascapitalgroup.net

Moosh.pt is one of only a few legal operators in a long 
since proven industry and has, on top of that, poten-
tially the strongest management team in its market

The Park is already well established, shows profit today 
and has a very manageable expansion plan going forward

• The four ventures thus vary in maturity and strategic 
focus, creating a diverse portfolio which combines  
exciting return outlooks with a manageable risk exposure

• The ACG team has solid experience and track record 
regarding developing businesses and creating value and 
is looking forward to welcoming you to ACG Alpha 
Invest, an investment vehicle in a high potential fund 
like structure
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DISCLAIMER 
This document does not constitute a prospectus within the meaning of Directives 2003/71/EC and 2010/73/EU on 
prospectuses to be published when securities are offered to the public. It is solely intended for prospective investors 
in securities of ACG Alpha Invest AB, a Swedish company, and is distributed only to a limited number of prospective 
investors. This investor memorandum must not be provided to any person other than the original recipient and may 
not be reproduced or used for any other purposes. This investor memorandum does not constitute an offer to sell or 
an invitation to subscribe for or purchase any of the securities of ACG Alpha Invest AB in any jurisdiction in which 
such offer or invitation is not authorized, or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or invitation. 
The recipient of this investor memorandum must comply with all laws that apply to him in any place in which he buys, 
subscribes or accepts an offer of securities of ACG Alpha Invest AB or possess this investor memorandum. The 
attention to prospective investors in ACG Alpha Invest AB is drawn that they must obtain any consents or approval 
that they need in order to purchase, acquire or subscribe to ACG Alpha Invest AB securities and obtain their own tax 
advice on the consequences for them in so doing.
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